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Appendix D 

Notes Object Interface Exceptions 

As described in Chapter 2, the NotesException class contains a series of public static final 

int declarations for the NOI error codes. The full set of defined codes and their 

corresponding messages  is reproduced in Table D.1. 

Readers should be aware of the following caveats, however: 

 1. The messages are from the English version of the product. They are 

translated for versions of Domino that are built for other languages. 

 2. These messages are only the ones that are generated by the NOI piece of 

Notes. Any error codes reported by NOI that actually belong to core 

Notes will appear as ERR_NOTES_ERR (value 4000), with the text of the 

Notes error appended. 

 3. Messages with replaceable parameters are encoded with placeholders for 

the replaceable parts. For example in the message, "Directory file %1 not 

found on path," the "%1" would be replaced with the name of the file. 

 4. Some of the error messages listed in Table D.1 are obsolete. For example, 

the message about full text indexing not being available on remote servers 

was true in release 4.0, but in 4.5 support for remote servers was added. 

The messages were left in, but they will never appear. 

Exception Codes and Messages 
Exception and Code Message 

ERR_NOTES_ERROR = 4000 Notes error: %1 

ERR_SYS_OUT_OF_MEMORY = 4001 Out of memory 

ERR_SYS_LOAD_OUT_OF_MEM = 4002 Out of memory or could not load 

required .dll(s) 

ERR_SYS_FILE_NOT_FOUND =  4003 File does not exist 

ERR_SYS_DICT_NOT_ON_PATH = 4004 Dictionary file %1 not found on 

PATH 

ERR_NOTES_ERROR2 =  4005 Notes error: %1 (%2) 
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ERR_SYS_RESOURCE_NOT_FOUND =  4008 Could not find resource 

ERR_SYS_LOADING_RESOURCE =  4009 Could not load resource 

ERR_SYS_LOCKING_RESOURCE =  4010 Could not lock resource 

ERR_SYS_FREEING_RESOURCE =  4011 Could not free resource 

ERR_SYS_NOSUCH_RESOURCE =  4012 No such resource 

ERR_SYS_WARNING_TITLE =  4016 WARNING 

ERR_MAIL_COPEN_FAILED =  4026 Open of message container failed 

ERR_MAIL_PAOPEN_FAILED =  4027 Open of public address book failed 

ERR_MAIL_LAOPEN_FAILED =  4028 Open of private address book failed 

ERR_MAIL_VIM_MESSAGE =  4029 %1 

ERR_MAIL_CANT_CREATE =  4030 This object cannot be created with the NEW 

operator 

ERR_MAIL_UNKNOWN_PROP =  4031 Unknown property 

ERR_MAIL_INVALID_MSG =  4032 Invalid mail message object 

ERR_MAIL_NOPUBLIC_GRP =  4033 Public address book not available 

ERR_MAIL_NOPRIVATE_GRP =  4034 Private address book not available 

ERR_MAIL_GRPCREATE_FAILED =  4035 Could not create group list 

ERR_MAIL_GROUP_DELETED =  4036 The group %1 has been removed from the 

address book 

ERR_MAIL_NAME_REQUIRED =  4037 A file pathname is required 

ERR_NOTES_FAILURE =  4038 The requested operation could not be 

completed 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_VIEW =  4039 View %1 not found 

ERR_NOTES_NOFTINDEX =  4040 Database %1 has no full text index 

ERR_NOTES_DBCREATE_FAILED =  4041 Database creation failed (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_DBDELETE_FAILED =  4042 Database %1 could not be deleted 

ERR_NOTES_DBOPEN_FAILED =  4043 Database open failed (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_FORMULA =  4044 Invalid formula (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_DATE =  4045 Invalid date (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_COPY_FAILED =  4046 Note copy from %1 to %2 failed 

ERR_NOTES_VIEWOPEN_FAILED =  4047 Open of View %1 failed 

ERR_NOTES_NOTEDEL_FAILED =  4048 Note delete failed 

ERR_NOTES_NEXTITEM_FAILED =  4049 Item retrieval failed 

ERR_NOTES_FINDITEM_FAILED =  4050 Could not find item %1 in note 

ERR_NOTES_MODLOAD_FAILED =  4051 Failed to load module %1 
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ERR_NOTES_PROCFIND_FAILED =  4052 Failed to find proc %1 in module 

%2 

ERR_NOTES_RTWRITE_FAILED =  4053 Write of rich text failed 

ERR_NOTES_RTCONVERT_FAILED =  4054 Conversion of rich text failed 

ERR_NOTES_FTSRCH_FAILED =  4055 Could not execute full-text search 

ERR_NOTES_QUERY_FAILED =  4056 Full-text query (%1) failed 

ERR_NOTES_DOCSEARCH_FAILED =  4057 Database search failed 

ERR_NOTES_ITEMCOPY_FAILED =  4058 Failed to copy item %1 

ERR_NOTES_CREATENOTE_FAILED =  4059 Failed to create new Note 

ERR_NOTES_DBNOACCESS =  4060 User %2 cannot open database %1 

ERR_NOTES_UNAME_LOOKUP =  4061 Couldn't look up user's group 

names 

ERR_NOTES_SESOPEN_FAILED =  4062 Could not open Notes session 

ERR_NOTES_DATABASE_NOTOPEN =  4063 Database %1 has not been opened 

yet 

ERR_NOTES_SESSION_DATECONV =  4064 Cannot convert date value to 

string 

ERR_NOTES_SESSION_VALNOTSUPP =  4065 Environment variables must be 

strings, dates or integers 

ERR_NOTES_CANT_GETNTH =  4066 Can't get positional note from named View 

ERR_NOTES_ATTACH_FAILED =  4067 Couldn't attach file %1 

ERR_NOTES_DETACH_FAILED =  4068 Couldn't delete attached file 

ERR_NOTES_EXTRACT_FAILED =  4069 Couldn't extract file to %1 

ERR_NOTES_DIRSEARCH_FAILED =  4070 Couldn't execute directory search 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_INDEX =  4071 Index is out of range 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_DIRECTORY =  4072 Directory %1 does not exist 

ERR_CDTEXTCREATE_FAILED =  4073 Could not create rich text context 

ERR_CDASSIM_FAILED =  4074 Rich text append into item %1 failed 

ERR_NOT_RT_ITEM =  4075 Item %1 is not a rich text item 

ERR_NOTES_FORMCOMP_FAILED =  4076 Formula could not compile: %1 

ERR_NOTES_FORMEVAL_FAILED =  4077 Could not evaluate formula: %1 

ERR_NOTES_ITEMCREATE_FAILED =  4078 Could not create field %1 

ERR_NOTES_DECRYPT_FAILED =  4079 Could not decrypt note 

ERR_NOTES_NOTLOCAL_IDX =  4080 Could not FT index database %1, must be local 

machine 

ERR_NOTES_FTIDX_FAILED =  4081 Could not FT index database %1 
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ERR_NOTES_NOTEOPEN_FAILED =  4082 Could not open note 

ERR_NOTES_RENDER_FAILED =  4083 Could not render OLE image 

ERR_NOTES_FILENOTFOUND =  4084 Could not find file %1 

ERR_NOTES_UNKNOWN_TYPE =  4085 File %1 is of unknown type 

ERR_NOTES_FILEOPEN_FAILED =  4086 Could not open file %1 

ERR_NOTES_FILEWRITE_FAILED =  4087 Could not write to file 

ERR_NOTES_DATE_NOTSET =  4088 Date value not initialized 

ERR_NOTES_NODBNAME =  4089 A database name must be provided 

ERR_NOTES_TEMPLCOPY_FAILED =  4090 Update of database %1 from 

template %2 failed 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_UNID =  4091 Invalid universal id 

ERR_NOTES_UNAME_REQ =  4092 A user or group name is required 

ERR_NOTES_GETACL_FAILED =  4093 Could not read ACL for %1 

ERR_NOTES_ACLENTRY_FAILED =  4094 Could not add entry %1 to ACL 

ERR_NOTES_ACL_INVALID =  4095 Invalid ACL level 

ERR_NOTES_QUERYACL_FAILED =  4096 Could not look up ACL for %1 

ERR_NOTES_REFRESH_FAILED =  4097 Could not refresh View %1 

ERR_NOTES_OLEPKG_FAILED =  4098 Could not create OLE file from %1 

ERR_NOTES_TMPFILE_FAILED =  4099 Could not create temp file 

ERR_NOTES_READFILE_FAILED =  4100 Could not read from file %1 

ERR_NOTES_RTRENDER_FAILED =  4101 Could not render document 

ERR_NOTES_WRONG_CLASS =  4102 Argument is not the correct class 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_ID =  4103 No mail id provided 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_AGENT =  4104 Invalid agent note 

ERR_NOTES_VIEWCLONE_FAILED =  4105 Failed to create view 

ERR_NOTES_NOVIEWNAME =  4106 You must supply a view name 

ERR_NOTES_NEWSGROUPDB_FAILED =  4107 Failed to create newsgroup 

database 

ERR_NOTES_NONEWSGROUPNAME =  4108 You must supply a newsgroup 

name 

ERR_LOG_DBOPEN_FAILED =  4135 Could not open log file %1 

ERR_LOG_FOPEN_FAILED =  4136 Could not open log file %1 

ERR_LOG_CDCREATE_FAILED =  4137 Could not create text field 

ERR_LOG_MAILLOG_FAILED =  4138 Could not open mail log (%1) 

ERR_MEM_HVPOOLFULL =  4139 Insufficient memory - LSXBE pool is full 

ERR_NOTES_COPYACL_FAILED =  4150 Could not copy ACLs to %1 
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ERR_NOTES_DOC_NOTINVIEW =  4151 The Document is not in View %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOFTQUERY =  4152 You must provide a full text query 

ERR_NOTES_NOITEMNAME =  4153 You must provide an item name 

ERR_NOTES_NOTEUPDATE_FAILED =  4154 Could not update the Document 

ERR_NOTES_NOTELOCATE_FAILED =  4155 Could not locate document in 

View %1 

ERR_NOTES_VIEWDEL_FAILED =  4156 Could not delete View %1 

ERR_LOG_CONSTRUCT_FAILED =  4157 Could not form pathname for %1, 

%2 

ERR_SEM_ALLOC_FAILED =  4158 Could not allocate memory for Session 

ERR_NOTES_LOOKUP_FAILED =  4159 Could not find name %1 in 

address book 

ERR_NOTES_SEND_FAILED =  4160 Could not send document 

ERR_NOTES_NCREATE_FAILED =  4161 Could not create note 

ERR_MACRO_IDTBL_FAILED =  4162 Could not create id table for macro 

ERR_MACRO_RUN_FAILED =  4163 Could not execute macro 

ERR_NOTES_DBOPEN_NOTLOCAL =  4164 Cannot open databases on 

machines other than the server running your program (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_SIGN_NOPERM =  4165 You must have permission to sign documents 

for server based agents 

ERR_NOTES_ENCRYPT_NOPERM =  4166 You must have permission to 

encrypt documents for server based agents 

ERR_NOTES_ENCRYPT_FAILED =  4167 Document encryption failed 

ERR_NOTES_NOSENDTO =  4168 No recipient list for Send operation 

ERR_LOG_EVENTPUT_FAILED =  4169 Could not write event: %1 

ERR_LOG_INVALID_EVTYPE =  4170 Invalid event type 

ERR_LOG_INVALID_SEVERITY =  4171 Invalid severity code 

ERR_NOTES_NO_NEWSLETTERDOCS =  4172 No documents to put in 

Newsletter 

ERR_NOTES_MAILDBOPEN_FAILED =  4173 Could not open default mail 

database 

ERR_NOTES_NEWSLETTER_FAILED =  4174 Could not create newsletter 

ERR_NOTES_DFLT_VID_FAILED =  4175 Couldn't get default View id for 

database (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_KEYFIND_FAILED =  4176 Get by key failed 

ERR_NOTES_RTTEXT_FAILED =  4177 Could not add rich text to item %1 
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ERR_NOTES_RTDOCLINK_FAILED =  4178 Could not add doclink to item %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOPERM_DISKIO =  4179 Disk i/o is a restricted operation 

ERR_NOTES_NOPERM_SIGN =  4180 Cannot sign notes when running on a server 

ERR_NOTES_NOPERM_ENCRYPT =  4181 Cannot encrypt notes when 

running on a server 

ERR_NOTES_NOPERM_ENVIRON =  4182 Cannot set environment variables 

when running on a server, or get system variables 

ERR_NOTES_NOPERM_ANY =  4183 Restricted operation on a server 

ERR_NOTES_NOSERV_DB =  4184 Cannot access foreign servers when running on 

a server 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_DB =  4185 This database object is invalid (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_CREDEL =  4186 Cannot create or delete databases 

when running on a server 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_DOC =  4187 Parent Document is required to make a 

response Document 

ERR_NOTES_DBS_MUST_MATCH =  4188 Parent and Response Documents 

must be in the same database 

ERR_NOTES_RESPONSE_FAILED =  4189 Could not make a response 

document 

ERR_NOTES_NOLISTS =  4190 List types are not valid for this method 

ERR_NOTES_CONTAINS_FAILED =  4191 Could not process Contains 

request 

ERR_NOTES_MUSTBE_STRING =  4192 GetDocumentByKey requires a string or string 

array argument 

ERR_NOTES_DESVIEW_FAILED =  4193 Could not access View info in 

database %1 

ERR_NOTES_ITEMARR_FAILED =  4194 Could not create NotesItem array 

ERR_NOTES_SRVSEARCH_FAILED =  4195 Could not perform server search 

on %1 

ERR_NOTES_UNKNOWN_SRCHTYPE =  4196 Unknown file type for search 

ERR_NOTES_MUSTCALL_FIRSTDB =  4197 Must call GetFirstDbFile before 

GetNextDbFile 

ERR_NOTES_ALLDOCS_FAILED =  4198 Could not retrieve table of all 

documents 

ERR_NOTES_ITYPENOT_TEXT =  4199 Item %1 is not of type Text, special type not set 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_ITYPE =  4200 Unknown special item type for item %1 
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ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_FOLDER =  4201 View %1 does not exist 

ERR_NOTES_ADDRBOOK_FAILED =  4202 Could not create array of 

NotesDatabase 

ERR_NOTES_NOTCONTEXT_DB =  4203 Can't get left-to-do list, Database 

%1 is not the agent's database 

ERR_NOTES_LTDACCESS_FAILED =  4204 Couldn't access left-to-do-list for 

agent %1 

ERR_NOTES_LTDUPDATE_FAILED =  4205 Couldn't update left-to-do-list for 

agent %1 

ERR_NOTES_BADVIEW_VERSION =  4206 View format is incompatible (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_NEED_ADT =  4207 Function requires a valid ADT argument 

ERR_NOTES_ACLWRITE_FAILED =  4208 Could not write ACL into 

database (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_RENAME_FAILED =  4209 Function requires 2 role names 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_ROLENAME =  4210 Role name %1 not found 

ERR_NOTES_PRIVNAME_FAILED =  4211 Could not rename role %1 to %2 

ERR_NOTES_READPRIV_FAILED =  4212 Could not get role names 

ERR_NOTES_DELPRIV_FAILED =  4213 Could not delete role name %1 

ERR_NOTES_DELENTRY_FAILED =  4214 ACL entry name (%1) could not 

be deleted 

ERR_NOTES_NOSERV_EVENTS =  4215 Events can only be logged when 

running on a server 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_ACLENTRYNAME =  4216 ACL entry name (%1) is invalid 

ERR_NOTES_ENTRYNAME_FAILED =  4217 Could not rename ACL entry %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOTLOCAL_REPL =  4218 Source database must be on the 

local machine to do replication (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_REPL_FAILED =  4219 Replication failed (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_NOTLOCAL_COMPACT =  4220 Only local databases can be 

compacted (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_COMPACT_FAILED =  4221 Database compaction failed (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_TIMEADJUST_FAILED =  4222 Could not adjust date/time 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_EMBED =  4223 Invalid embedding type 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_EOFILE =  4224 You must provide a file path 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_PATH =  4225 File %1 not found 

ERR_NOTES_EMBEDARR_FAILED =  4226 Could not create 

NotesEmbeddedObject array 
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ERR_NOTES_NOADDRS_FOUND =  4227 No address books were found 

ERR_NOTES_DUP_ROLENAME =  4228 The role name %1 already exists 

ERR_NOTES_CANTCREATE_FOLDER =  4229 Could not create folder %1 

ERR_NOTERENDER_FAILED =  4230 Could not render note to rich text item 

ERR_NOFROMFIELD =  4231 Document has no From field 

ERR_TEXTLIST_FAILED =  4232 Could not create recipient text list 

ERR_NOTES_NOTA_DOCUMENT =  4233 Object passed to EVALUATE is 

not a NotesDocument 

ERR_NOTES_VALIDATE_FAILED =  4234 Unknown error from Document 

validate 

ERR_NOTES_ABSTRACT_BUFFER =  4235 Invalid buffer size for abstract 

ERR_NOTES_ABSTRACTING_TEXT =  4236 Item text could not be abstracted 

ERR_NOTES_DESAGENT_FAILED =  4237 Could not access agent info in 

database %1 

ERR_NOTES_MIXED_ARRAY =  4238 NotesItem cannot be set to an array of mixed 

data types 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_DOCLINK =  4239 AppendDocLink requires a 

NotesDocument, NotesView or NotesDatabase argument 

ERR_TEXTLIST_BAD_INPUT =  4240 Problem with input variant 

ERR_NOTES_CANTREMOVE =  4241 Cannot remove NotesDocument when 

instantiated by NotesUIDocument 

ERR_NOTES_CANTENCRYPT =  4242 Cannot encrypt NotesDocument when 

instantiated by NotesUIDocument 

ERR_NOTES_CANTCLOSEDB =  4243 Cannot compact a database when instantiated 

by Notes UI 

ERR_NOTES_CANTRUN_OLEOBJ =  4244 Could not activate embedded 

object %1 

ERR_NOTES_CANTSHOW_OLEOBJ =  4245 Could not show embedded object 

%1 

ERR_NOTES_NOEMBEDDED_OBJ =  4246 No embedded object is present, 

cannot perform this action. 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_EMBEDCLASS =  4247 Embedded object class not found 

in registry 

ERR_NOTES_CANTGET_DBSUMMARY =  4248 Can't access database summary 

info 
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ERR_NOTES_CANTCOPY_ITEMTYPE =  4249 Can't copy items of type 

ATTACHMENT or OTHEROBJECT 

ERR_NOTES_NEED_DB =  4250 You must specify a parent database 

ERR_NOTES_NEED_NOTE =  4251 You must specify a parent document 

ERR_NOTES_CANT_LINK_OLE1 =  4252 Can't embed a link on a non-OLE 

platform 

ERR_NOTES_ROLENAME_TOOBIG =  4253 Role name (%1) exceeds 

maximum length of 15 

ERR_NOTES_EOARRAY_FAILED =  4254 Could not create array of 

NotesEmbeddedObject 

ERR_NOTES_ATTACHINFO_FAILED =  4255 Couldn't access attachment 

information 

ERR_NOTES_QUOTAINFO_FAILED =  4256 Couldn't access database size 

information for %1 

ERR_NOTES_DOCNOTSAVED =  4257 The Document has not been saved to disk yet. 

ERR_NOTES_ACLNEXT_INVALID =  4258 Could not read ACL for database 

%1 

ERR_NOTES_NOTAFILE =  4259 Object is not a file attachment 

ERR_NOTES_CANTFIND_ATTACHMENT =  4260 Could not locate attached file %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_VERB =  4261 Unknown verb %1 

ERR_NOTES_DOVERB_FAILED =  4262 Verb execution failed (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_ADTTYPE =  4263 Item value cannot be set to object 

of this type 

ERR_NOTES_FTQUERY_FAILED =  4264 Could not perform full text 

search on the view 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_DBID =  4265 Invalid replica id (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_OPENBYRID_FAILED =  4266 OpenByReplicaID failed 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_UNPROCFT =  4267 UnprocessedFTSearch and UnprocessedSearch 

are limited to the current database 

ERR_AGENT_NO_RECURSION =  4268 Agents cannot run recursively 

ERR_NOTES_CANTGET_MAILSERVER =  4269 Can't open foreign mail server 

%1 from this server (%2) 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_NOTEID =  4270 Invalid note id 

ERR_NOTES_DBSECURITY =  4271 Password or other security violation for 

database %1 

ERR_NOTES_DELETE_AGENT =  4272 Can't remove agent belonging to another user 
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ERR_NOTES_RUN_AGENT =  4273 Can't run a private agent belonging to 

someone else 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_DOCINDEX =  4274 Document index out of range 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_SOURCE_CLASS =  4275 Must provide either class or 

source, but not both 

ERR_NOTES_CANT_CHANGE_DEFACL =  4276 Not allowed to change the -

Default- entry name 

ERR_NOTES_LINKNOCLASS =  4277 Do not provide a class name for embedded 

links 

ERR_NOTES_CANTDO_ARRAYOFARRAY =  4278 Arrays of arrays are not 

supported 

ERR_NOTES_SESSION_CLOSED =  4279 The session has been closed 

ERR_NOTES_CANTOPEN_URLDB =  4280 Could not open URL database 

ERR_NOTES_NEED_URL =  4281 You must supply a valid URL 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_URL =  4282 Could not locate or open URL (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_URLHEADER =  4283 You must supply a valid URL 

header name 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_URLHEADER =  4284 Could not locate header (%2) for 

URL (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_NOUNPROC_DOCS =  4285 There are no unprocessed 

documents in this database 

ERR_NOTES_EMBED_FAILED =  4286 Could not embed object 

ERR_NOTES_NODEL_CURRENTDB =  4287 Can't remove current database. 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_TIMEEXPR =  4288 Property must be of type Date 

ERR_NOTES_RECURSIVE_RENDER =  4289 Can't render a document into an 

item on that same document 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_ITEM =  4290 Item %1 is invalid 

ERR_NOTES_NOMOVETO_PRIV1STUSE =  4291 Can't move document to shared 

Private On First Use folder (%1) 

ERR_NOTES_SAMESRV_REPLICA =  4292 Can't create a replica on the same 

machine as the source database 

ERR_NOTES_CANT_SIGN =  4293 Couldn't sign document 

ERR_NOTES_NO_MATCH =  4294 Unable to send mail, no match found in Name 

& Address Book(s) 

ERR_NOTES_AMBIGUOUS_MATCH =  4295 Unable to send mail, multiple 

matches found in Name & Address Book(s) 
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ERR_NOTES_DBALREADY_OPEN =  4296 This database object is already 

open as %1 

ERR_NOTES_OLE_NOTAVAIL =  4297 OLE is not available on this platform 

ERR_NOTES_ARRAY_NOGOOD =  4298 Array not valid on property set 

ERR_NOTES_REGARG_NOTGIVEN =  4299 Required registration argument 

not provided 

ERR_NOTES_MISSING_CERTID =  4300 Certifier id path not supplied 

ERR_NOTES_NOCERT_CTX =  4301 Failed to create certifier context 

ERR_NOTES_REGFAILED =  4302 Could not register user %1 

ERR_NOTES_SRVREGFAILED =  4303 Could not register server %1 

ERR_NOTES_CERTREGFAILED =  4304 Could not register certifier %1 

ERR_NOTES_XCERTFAILED =  4305 Could not cross certify user %1 

ERR_NOTES_RECERTFAILED =  4306 Could not re-certify user %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_BOOL =  4307 Use True or False for Enabled value 

ERR_NOTES_CANTSWITCH_ID =  4308 Failed to switch to id %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_MAILPATH =  4309 Can't create user mail database, 

no path provided 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_IDFILE =  4310 Error accessing id file %1 

ERR_NOTES_CANTADD_USER =  4311 Couldn't add user %1 to address 

book 

ERR_NOTES_CANTADD_SERV =  4312 Couldn't add server %1 to address book 

ERR_NOTES_CANTADD_CERT =  4313 Couldn't add certifier %1 to 

address book 

ERR_NOTES_NOCURRENT_AGENT =  4314 There is no current agent, can't 

open log 

ERR_NOTES_AGENTLOG_FAILED =  4315 Logging to agent log failed 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_CERTIDTYPE =  4316 Unknown id certification type 

ERR_NOTES_NOCURRENT_FTRESULT =  4317 There is no current search result 

to refine. 

ERR_NOTES_IDTBL_FAILED =  4318 Could not create id table 

ERR_NOTES_PROF_ARG_MISSING =  4319 Profile name and user name both 

required 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_PROFILE =  4320 Profile document not found 

ERR_NOTES_PROFUPDATE_FAILED =  4321 Profile update failed 

ERR_NOTES_PROFDELETE_FAILED =  4322 Profile delete failed 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_ARG =  4323 A required argument has not been provided 
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ERR_NOTES_WRONG_UNID_LEN =  4324 UniversalID must be 32 

characters 

ERR_NOTES_DESFORM_FAILED =  4325 Could not access form info in 

database %1 

ERR_NOTES_FORMDEL_FAILED =  4326 Could not delete Form %1 

ERR_NOTES_NOCLOSE_CURRDB =  4327 Cannot close the context database 

ERR_NOTES_FREETIME_FAILED =  4328 Free time search failed 

ERR_NOTES_UNIFORM_FAILED =  4329 Could not set Uniform Access on 

ACL 

ERR_NOTES_GETOPTION_FAILED =  4330 Could not access database 

options for %1 

ERR_NOTES_MARKREAD_FAILED =  4331 Could not mark document read 

ERR_NOTES_MARKUNREAD_FAILED =  4332 Could not mark document 

unread 

ERR_NOTES_MULTIDB_FAILED =  4333 This operation cannot be 

performed on multi-database search results 

ERR_NOTES_ADDPROF_FAILED =  4334 Could not add user profile to 

address book 

ERR_NOTES_ULOOKUP_FAILED =  4335 Could not access user 

information on server 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_OBJECT =  4336 Invalid object type for method 

argument 

ERR_NOTES_STAMP_FAILED =  4337 Stamping of document collection failed 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_ORGUNIT =  4338 The Organization name must be at least 3 

characters 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_FTSORT =  4339 Unknown FT option 

ERR_NOTES_NOTCONTEXT_COLLEC =  4340 Document collection must come 

from the agent's database 

ERR_NOTES_ECLACCESS_FAILED =  4341 Access not allowed 

ERR_NOTES_W32DOM_FAILED =  4342 Could not enumerate users on %1 

ERR_NOTES_W32DOM_NOFIRSTUSER =  4343 Must call GetFirstUser before 

GetNextUser 

ERR_NOTES_W32DOM_BADPLATFORM =  4344 The NotesWin32Domain class is 

not supported on this platform 

ERR_NOTES_W32DOM_BADNETAPI32 =  4345 A function could not be loaded 

from NETAPI32.DLL 
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ERR_NOTES_W32DOM_DOMAIN_CONTROLLER =  4346 The domain 

controller could not be found. 

ERR_NOTES_TOOMANY_SORT_KEYS =  4347 Too many keys in 

GetDocumentByKey 

ERR_NOTES_BAD_KEYTYPE =  4348 Invalid key value type 

ERR_NOTES_CANT_SELF_ASSIMILATE =  4349 Can't append an item to itself 

ERR_NOTES_CANT_SELF_COPY =  4350 Can't copy a document's items to 

itself 

ERR_NOTES_POP3_FAILED =  4351 Couldn't get POP3 mail from server %1 

ERR_NOTES_ARRCREATE_FAILED =  4352 Error creating LotusScript array 

ERR_NOTES_AGSAVE_FAILED =  4353 Agent save failed 

ERR_NOTES_CANTREMOVE_AGC =  4354 Cannot remove NotesDocument 

when it is the Document Context 

ERR_NOTES_CANTENCRYPT_AGC =  4355 Cannot encrypt NotesDocument 

when it is the Document Context 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_CREATEFAILED =  4356 Could not create rich text style 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_APPENDFAILED =  4357 Could not append text style to 

item %1 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_BADFONT =  4358 Font value must be 

FONT_ROMAN, FONT_HELV, or FONT_COURIER 

ERR_NOTES_NO_CONTEXTDB =  4359 No current database to open mail 

log in 

ERR_NOTES_NULL_APPENDLIST =  4360 Can't append list to a null item 

ERR_NOTES_NOSUCH_JAVA_TYPE =  4361 Unknown or unuspported object 

type in Vector 

ERR_NOTES_INVALID_JARRAY =  4362 Vector must contain objects all of 

the same class 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_BADBOOL =  4363 Style value must be True, False, 

or STYLE_NO_CHANGE (YES,NO,or MAYBE for Java) 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_BADFONTSIZE =  4364 Font size must be between 1 and 

250, or STYLE_NO_CHANGE 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_BADCOLOR =  4365 Color value must be between 0 

and 240, or STYLE_NO_CHANGE 

ERR_NOTES_RTSTYLE_BADEFFECT =  4366 Effect value must be 

EFFECTS_SUPERSCRIPT,EFFECTS_SUBSCRIPT,EFFECTS_SHADOW,EFFECTS_EMB

OSS,EFFECTS_EXTRUDE,EFFECTS_NONE,or STYLE_NO_CHANGE 
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ERR_NOTES_NOTREMOTE_DB =  4367 RunOnServer must be used with 

a remote database 

ERR_NOTES_RTITEM_EXISTS =  4368 Rich text item %1 already exists 

ERR_NOTES_NOFORM =  4369 No form associated with document. 

ERR_NOTES_NOTA_VECTOR =  4370 Input must be an instance of java.util.Vector 

ERR_NOTES_SERVER_SWITCH =  4371 Can't switch IDs on a server 

ERR_NOTES_DBDIR_THREAD =  4372 Can't use DbDirectory object on more than one 

thread 

 


